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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.2
1} failing to do what the law requires; failing to make a payment; someone who regularly breaks the law.

Farmer Tice was never _________________ in paying his taxes, because he never had to pay any taxes.
2} furtively; stealthily; secretly; as a spy or burglar would do. Farmer Tice snuck into the kitchen through the

back door ____________________ to pilfer from the cookie jar.
3} damage done by a hoodlum or ravager. During their rally, the Nutria tore up Farmer Tice’s cornfield &

fences thus committing a heap of ______________________.
4} a whopper; a made-up story nobody would believe. Even if Farmer Tice could have remembered what

happened to him, everyone would have just called it a ______________________ story.
5} having to do with cells, living organisms, molecules, the body, etc. Farmer Tice was so odd that the aliens

decided to perform some _________________ tests on him to see what kind of humanoid he was.
6} what is absolutely needed; can’t get by without them. Farmer Tice’s truss & Preparation H were among his

bare ____________________.
7} Indian civil rights leader who liberated India from British colonialism. Farmer Tice walked the streets of

Hokum in a toga and was thought of as the _______________________ of the No Work movement.
8} dreaming about something you want badly; pretending; hallucinating; envisioning. Farmer Tice was always

__________________ about being at a place where all he had to do was sleep and fish.
9} complicated, confusing, hard to figure out. The aliens had trouble trying to figure Farmer Tice out. They

didn’t know whether he was a great & powerful fool, or just a fool. They found him __________________.
10} self-assured. The man with the yellow cowlick never doubts himself. He’s always very ______________.
11} slang or hillbilly word for okay. Whenever Honeybunch tells Farmer Tice to get to work, he always tells

her ___________________ but always does just the opposite.
12} being completely confused; baffled; without a clue. No one could find Farmer Tice. He disappeared

without a trace. Everyone in Hokum was completely ___________________.
13} resembling humans; primates; apes. Not quite certain that Farmer Tice was a human being, the aliens just

referred to him as an ________________.
14} well known or famous for. Hercules is well known for his strength & courage, whereas Farmer Tice is

_____________ for his money making schemes, cookie jar pilfering, & laziness.
15} sitting or waiting room for guests; a small room. Before reporting Farmer Tice as a missing person to

Sheriff Bobbo, Honeybunch visited the beauty __________________ to see Pierre.
16} verb. to doubt or mistrust; to believe a person is guilty of something with little or no proof. Farmer Tune

didn’t think Farmer Tice would ever ______________ him after adding a zero to the IOU.
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17} famous prison on an island in the San Francisco Bay. Farmer Tice renamed his farm “The Rock” in refer-

ence to the prison, _______________.
18} likely to believe anything; easily fooled or persuaded. One of the reasons Honeybunch didn’t like Farmer

Tice hanging around with strangers is because he is ______________ and would fall for almost anything.
19} lacking education; lack of information about something or someone. Having never been past the second

grade, Farmer Tice was ________________ about a great many things.
20} decisive; convincing; compelling; without a doubt. Farmer Tune thought he had _______________

evidence of an alien flying saucer until the FBI showed him the words “MADE IN CHINA”.
21} from another planet. Ziggy and Chloé were ____________________ from the planet Zolameir.

22} to float or remain suspended in the air; usually paired with “over”. The aliens ____________

over Farmer Tice’s just before landing.
23} with hesitation; no eager to; not willing to. The aliens were very _____________ to bring Farmer

Tice back with them for fear that he might dumb down their planet.
24} process of causing a liquid to pass through the wall of a living cell. The aliens were able to get all

of the water they needed through the process of _________________.
25} causing fear, apprehension or dread; of great strength; forceful; power. In book #2, when Farmer

Tice took on Honeybunch using Gorilla Kung Fu, she proved to be a _________________ opponent.
26} mind reading. Ziggy and Chloé communicated with each other through mental _____________.
27} by luck or chance; lucky. The man with the yellow cowlick showing up just when the Nutria were

about to riot was what you’d call a __________________ event.
28} electromagnetic radiation having to do with quantum mechanics. In order to travel across several

solar systems, Ziggy and Chloé employed the use of _______________ waves in quantum theory.
29} exact; exactly; definite. The aliens interrogated Farmer Tice and put him through a series of tests

in order to determine his ________________ level of intelligence.
30} members of the communist party; members of fraternal or political group; friend or companion.
Ziggy and Chloé were, both, students and _______________.

telepathy, Alcatraz, essentials, bewildered, biological, cock ‘n’ bull,
comrades, conclusive, confident, anthropoid, extraterrestrials, fantasizing, delinquent,
formidable, fortuitous, gullible, hovered, ignorant, Mahatma Gandhi, okie dokie,
osmosis, parlor, perplexing, photon, precise, reluctant, renown,
surreptitiously, suspect, vandalism
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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE BK.4.2
1} failing to do what the law requires; failing to make a payment; someone who regularly breaks the law.

Farmer Tice was never delinquent in paying his taxes, because he never had to pay any taxes.
2} furtively; stealthily; secretly; as a spy or burglar would do. Farmer Tice snuck into the kitchen through the

back door surreptitiously to pilfer from the cookie jar.
3} damage done by a hoodlum or ravager. During their rally, the Nutria tore up Farmer Tice’s cornfield &

fences thus committing a heap of vandalism.
4} a whopper; a made-up story nobody would believe. Even if Farmer Tice could have remembered what

happened to him, everyone would have just called it a cock ‘n’ bull story.
5} having to do with cells, living organisms, molecules, the body, etc. Farmer Tice was so odd that the aliens

decided to perform some biological tests on him to see what kind of humanoid he was.
6} what is absolutely needed; can’t get by without them. Farmer Tice’s truss & Preparation H were among his

bare essentials.
7} Indian civil rights leader who liberated India from British colonialism. Farmer Tice walked the streets of

Hokum in a toga and was thought of as the Mahatma Gandhi of the No Work movement.
8} dreaming about something you want badly; pretending; hallucinating; envisioning. Farmer Tice was always

fantasizing about being at a place where all he had to do was sleep and fish.
9} complicated, confusing, hard to figure out. The aliens had trouble trying to figure Farmer Tice out. They

didn’t know whether he was a great & powerful fool, or just a fool. They found him perplexing.
10} self-assured. The man with the yellow cowlick never doubts himself. He’s always very confident.
11} slang or hillbilly word for okay. Whenever Honeybunch tells Farmer Tice to get to work, he always tells

her okie dokie but always does just the opposite.
12} being completely confused; baffled; without a clue. No one could find Farmer Tice. He disappeared

without a trace. Everyone in Hokum was completely bewildered.
13} resembling humans; primates; apes. Not quite certain that Farmer Tice was a human being, the aliens just

referred to him as an anthropoid.
14} well known or famous for. Hercules is well known for his strength & courage, whereas Farmer Tice is

renown for his money making schemes, cookie jar pilfering, & laziness.
15} sitting or waiting room for guests; a small room. Before reporting Farmer Tice as a missing person to

Sheriff Bobbo, Honeybunch visited the beauty parlor to see Pierre.
16} verb. to doubt or mistrust; to believe a person is guilty of something with little or no proof. Farmer Tune

didn’t think Farmer Tice would ever suspect him after adding a zero to the IOU.
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17} famous prison on an island in the San Francisco Bay. Farmer Tice renamed his farm “The Rock” in refer-

ence to the prison, Alcatraz.
18} likely to believe anything; easily fooled or persuaded. One of the reasons Honeybunch didn’t like Farmer

Tice hanging around with strangers is because he is gullible and would fall for almost anything.
19} lacking education; lack of information about something or someone. Having never been past the second

grade, Farmer Tice was ignorant about a great many things.
20} decisive; convincing; compelling; without a doubt. Farmer Tune thought he had conclusive evidence of an

alien flying saucer until the FBI showed him the words “MADE IN CHINA”.
21} from another planet. Ziggy and Chloé were extraterrestrials from the planet Zolameir.

22} to float or remain suspended in the air; usually paired with “over”. The aliens hovered over

Farmer Tice’s just before landing.
23} with hesitation; no eager to; not willing to. The aliens were very reluctant to bring Farmer Tice

back with them for fear that he might dumb down their planet.
24} process of causing a liquid to pass through the wall of a living cell. The aliens were able to get all

of the water they needed through the process of osmosis.
25} causing fear, apprehension or dread; of great strength; forceful; power. In book #2, when Farmer

Tice took on Honeybunch using Gorilla Kung Fu, she proved to be a formidable opponent.
26} mind reading. Ziggy and Chloé communicated with each other through mental telepathy.
27} by luck or chance; lucky. The man with the yellow cowlick showing up just when the Nutria were

about to riot was what you’d call a fortuitous event.
28} electromagnetic radiation having to do with quantum mechanics. In order to travel across several

solar systems, Ziggy and Chloé employed the use of photon waves in quantum theory.
29} exact; exactly; definite. The aliens interrogated Farmer Tice and put him through a series of tests

in order to determine his precise level of intelligence.
30} members of the communist party; members of fraternal or political group; friend or companion.
Ziggy and Chloé were, both, students and comrades.

The aliens thought Farmer Tice
was able to hide an entire
barn inside his pants.
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